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But,John, have you seen the world, said he,

Trains and tramcars and sixty-seaters,

Cities in lands across the sea –

Giotto’s tower and the dome of St Peter’s?

No, but I have seen the arc of the earth,

From the Birsay shore, like the edge of a 
planet,

And the lifeboat plunge through the Pentland 
Firth

To a cosmic tide with the men that man it.

Angle of Vision, 
Robert Rendall, (1898-1967)

this interactive PDF catalog documents the PhD 
reflective practice developed over a three year time 
span of research in Orkney for ‘Survival Tools of 
the Anthropocene’. 

the catalog of practice is intended as a 
continuation of the work coming from the written 
thesis, submitted in March 2020. It references three 
key reflective viewpoints from the research-local, 
relational and long viewpoints, within three 
exhibitions held on three consecutive days at The 
Kelp Store Arts and heritage Centre on Papay during 
the island lockdown in april 2020. 

the exhibitions and catalog presents an audio-visual 
interface with these viewpoints, illuminating the 
reflective aspects of the research and emphasising 
the island-situated context. 

This catalog incorporates text, still images,and im-
ages linked to audio visual material on YouTube (in-
dicated by a yellow line under the image). 
 
Three key exhbition images on pages 19,31 and 42 in 
this catalog are designed to link to YouTube to a 
360 video view of each exhibition 1,2 and 3 at The 
Kelp Store. 

Please view this catalog in either Adobe PDF 
presenter mode, or 2-page spread view with reader 
mode on. 

copyright Saoirse Higgins, 2020.  
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Descent to the island...

2100M above sea level

175M above sea level

15M above sea level

5M above sea level

3M above sea level

2M above sea level

5M below sea level

      
 

exhibition title ‘Angle of Vision’.

exhibition 1: 
local viewpoint: researcher + island
12th April

thesis reference: 
chapter 4-pages 106-113, chapter 6-pages 192-194 

The local viewpoint is the researchers perspective within 
the island ecology itself. It is the act of being on an 
island bounded on all sides by the sea.
Listening in, measuring along and looking out…
 

exhibition 2: 
relational viewpoint: researcher + islanders
13th april

thesis reference: 
chapter 4-pages 124-130, chapter 6-pages 196-197

The relational viewpoint is the view between researcher, 
islander and the physical island.It is a look at the 
historical and contemporary actions by islanders to care for 
their own environment using skills passed on through generations 
while looking to the future.
 
exhibition 3: 
long view: island + islanders + external world 
14th April 

thesis reference: chapter 4-pages 131-152, chapter 6-page 198

The long view is the view from the island to the external world 
and how this interacts together…
articulating and connecting…meshwork lines of communication…
The impact of external forces and invisible (long distance) 
effects on the local island environment.

Local, Relational, Long view inspired by historian Braudel’s 
‘long durée’- the long now. (Braudel,1995).
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 Oblique aerial Stereo pair of images(left and right) taken on 30th 
October, 1985 by Oddur Sigursson, meteorologist, 
Icelandic Glaciological Society. 
taken at 2100 metres Above sea level from a Cessna 172 high-wing plane 
through an open window.

Photos are part of Oddur Sigursson’s private collection of stereoscopic 
image pairs of all icelandic glaciers documented from 1976 to the present 
day.  copyright icelandic meteorological office and Oddur Sigursson 2020. 

v_solhiemjokull “v” (vinstri-left in Icelandic)  

2100 Metres above sea level

h_solheimjokull “h” (hægri-right in Icelandic).

2100 metres above sea level

Descent to the island...
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papay plane-sea to land, 
iphone video 0:51, 13th may,2017

175M above sea level

papay plane-view of papay-South. 
iphone photo, 13th may,2017

175M above sea level 
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https://youtu.be/_OJM9sx6Nt0


kiteview-South Wick Beach, East papay, 
gopro HD video+audio 0.25, 15th April,2016

15M above sea level 

kiteview-new Pier, South Papay, 
gopro HD video+audio 0.25, 20th June,2018

15M above sea level
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https://youtu.be/YQtv8YUSVTo
https://youtu.be/CEIOp5QCLsc


binocular viewpoint.wheelies taing, North Wick Shore, papay
360 time lapse video 2:0, 14th August,2018

5M above sea level
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https://youtu.be/5-03j5Y-VMs


Birds eye personal papay viewpoint, 
researcher circumnavigates once around the island 
duration: 10 hours
360 video 0:36, 28th May,2018

3M above sea level
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https://youtu.be/khSzREGevEE


View to the Holm of papay from south wick shoreline
time lapse video,Canon DSLR tethered to maggies seat,0:49, 5th December,2017
duration: 12 hours

2M above sea level
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https://youtu.be/MEHIj-u5f-8


looking up to the sky from under the sea, 
South wick bay,Papay 
gopro video 1min, 5th July,2018.

5M below sea level

underwater green sea 360 view, 
South Wick Bay,Papay
gopro video 1 min, 25th June,2018

5M below sea level
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https://youtu.be/s8y6FJ_RGMc
https://youtu.be/AT6Rkf4Q2HA


exhibition 1
local viewpoint
Researcher + Island

12th April,2020 
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< Click on the image to go to a YouTube 360 HD video view of 
exhibition 1. In YouTube settings menu Select 1080HD to view the 
video at best quality. navigate around the 360 view of the space 
with the arrows. 

exhibition Objects:

Floor: 
Fluorescent Arrows pointing North,South,East,West.

peripatetic measuring stick made from 1970’s USSR bakelite wind 
anemometer,tide stick + measuring wheel- resting on papay tidal rock

Birds eye hat-gopro,recycled plastic bottle,bamboo cane,tape,birsay 
farmer’s(local farmer shop in orkney) hard hat.

Projection screen: 
Measuring and monitoring the island 2016-2019
HD video + 360 Timelapse films, various durations-3min-12hours, 
Compass points Looking North, South, East and West from the outermost 
edges of the Papay shore. 

Audio: 
The day of the Haar (fog) 
Papay field recording, August, 2017 
Recorded at the lowest point of the island - at sea level. 
During the haar The island reverts back to its natural timescale, 
our sense of time and direction lost in the fog.

hanging from the balcony: 
Anthropocene Flag - digitally printed cotton drill flag. 
50m x 50m. 2016
referencing the international flag system -‘man over board’
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https://youtu.be/SeUiSR8c6AI


1.wheelies taing, north east papay, 4th August,2017
2.underwater south wick, east papay, 24th June,2017
3.new pier-westray school boat, south papay, 5th October,2018
4 fowl craig, north papay, 10th May,2018
5.wheelies taing,north east papay, 14th August,2018
6.South Wick shoreline from north papay,16th March,2017
7.kiteview-gopro video,southwick,east papay, 16th april,2016
8.underwater, west papay, 13th june,2016
9.holm of papay from maggies seat1, 13th july,2017
10.holm of papay from maggie seat2, 13th july,2017
11.holm of papay, south wick, east papay, 29th april,2017
12.Haar, north east papay, 29th May,2017
13.kiteview-gopro video, new pier, 29th June,2018
14.peripatetic measuring, east papay, 6th Cctober,2019
15.anemometer measuring wind, south papay, 7th October,2019
16.360 coastalwalk, 28th May,2018

Measuring and monitoring the island 2016-2019
projected HD video + 360 Timelapse films
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https://youtu.be/NUOF_M-g-cU


top: peripatetic measuring device on south wick, Papay
digital video 0:9, october,2019

left:photo detail exhibition 1- peripatetic measuring 
device -anemometer face detail. 
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https://youtu.be/INB1eYFmW0I


top left: researcher’s hand-drawn scaled map of papay-
side elevation and plan view. June,2018

‘sunwise-widdershins’
midsummer night walk in a clockwise direction around papay.
community+papay ranger, 24th June,2017

Top right:map of dialect place names on Papay drawn by 
orkney islander Karl Cooper.  

right: Tidal stone papay-Fossilised imprint of the sea,
a reminder of the seabed under Lake Orcades.Cambrian era. 
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above: photo detail exhibition 1+3: Armbandkompass Kadlec 
AK39 on loan from Fordvogel, 12th April,2020 

left: researcher positioning herself towards north papay 
local viewpoint. 12th April,2020. 
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exhibition 2
relational viewpoint
island + islander

13th April,2020 
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< Click on the image to go to a YouTube 360 HD video view of 
exhibition 2. In YouTube settings menu Select 1080HD to view the 
video at best quality. navigate around the 360 view of the space 
with the arrows.

exhibition Objects:

Floor: 
Fluorescent Arrows pointing inwards to the centre of the island 
tide poles leaning against the kelp store wall and black Stone on 
the floor. 
Tide poles were used to measure sea levels designed as part of the 
papay shoreline event, April,2016.  
The black Stone comes from an original Caasie wall, dating back to 
the mid 1700’s, Papay. 

Projection screen: 
top screen:Caasie sea defense wall building, a community event.
Hookin,East papay. Time lapse video 2019. Original event 2016. 
Consisted of wall building, community poetry recitals and discussion.  

bottom screen:Lyme grass planting, a community event. South Wick 
Shoreline.Time lapse film. 2016. 
Preventing coastal erosion using the restoration of native grasses 
to bind the existing tideline together.
  
Papay Coastguard Books, June 22nd,1943. Books resting on a blue 
rocket box circa 1960s. 
The blue rocket box was owned by the late William Groat of Kim-
bland-Former head of the Papay Coastguard. The box was used to 
store rockets for Breeches Buoy rescue apparatus.Rockets were used 
to practice rescue operations by the Papay Rocket Brigade.
Island safeguarding- many of the islanders in the past spent time 
as coastguards.

hanging from the balcony: 
Benchmark Flag - digitally printed cotton drill flag. 50m x 50m.2018
referencing the international flag system -‘papa-about to sail’
Local Benchmark 1 of 6 on the island etched into the corner stone 
of the house at Gayfield, Papay. Providing an architectural benchmark 
for buildings in its locality. The height of a benchmark is 
calculated relative to the heights of nearby benchmarks in a network 
extending from a fundamental benchmark. A fundamental benchmark 
is a point with a precisely known relationship to the vertical 
datum of the area, typically mean sea level. compared height above 
sea level with a baseline measurement in Newlyn Tidal Observatory.  
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https://youtu.be/Z4rhMuLkFyw


papay ken folk project-’ken’ is to know, 
time lapse digital video,3:56, September 2016 + 2019
duration: 8 hours

1M above sea level
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https://youtu.be/QBZiDdNzyt8


equinox tide on papay.old pier, 1990s
digital photo-source: Douglas Hourston, papay. 

2M above normal sea level

errival.North Hill, Papay
pencil marking papay’s highest point on the island.
photo detail exhibition 2, 13th april,2020

48M above sea level. 
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top: Papay Coast guard book. signed by the late 
Andrew Groat-coastguard 31st September,1944
,
left: detail of a page of a coastguard book, 
11th September,1944
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top: caasie wall wav on soundcloud
‘how to build a caasie wall’ audio conversation recorded at 
Hookin, East Shoreline, Papay. October,2019
 
conversation between the researcher, Papay ranger and 
papay islanders- Alistair Hourston and Ian Cursitor.  

left: original caasie wall rock, Hookin, Papay
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https://soundcloud.com/user-595895009/caasie-wall-4th-oct-2019/s-liSfoj1A3MV


exhibition 3
Long view

island + islander + 

external world

14th April,2020 
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< Click on the image to go to a YouTube 360 HD video view of 
exhibition 3. In YouTube settings menu Select 1080HD to view the video 
at best quality. navigate around the 360 view of the space with the 
arrows.

exhibition Objects:

Floor: 
Fluorescent Arrow pointing north to solheimjokull glacier.
‘positioning myself in relation to papay’on the glacier, April,2016.

chalk lettering- solheimjokull glacier
Armbandkompass Kadlec AK39 

Projection Screen:
‘Distant views of the land...’
360 VR+HD audio visual film. Duration 3.15mins. 
Shot on location at Fowl Flag - the most northerly point on the island 
of Papay. Text excerpts read by: Jessie Dodman age 16, Papa Westray, 
Orkney.
Treatise on Maritime Surveying, surveying an island 
by Murdoch McKenzie, 1774.

wall: 
50M x 100M digitally printed photos-
left: papay probe testing, south wick beach, papay, March,2016 
right: papay probe on the solheimjokull glacier in Iceland, April,2016 

hanging from balcony: 
Pap-ØY-cene - digitally printed cotton drill flag. 50m x 50m, 2018
referencing the international flag system -‘please communicate’   
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https://youtu.be/1g8w-dutxQA


Distant views of the land...
360+HD audio visual film. 10:30mins,2019 
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https://youtu.be/1wwRvPROEzQ


Pumice stone. 0.3m x 0.3M 
Iceland to Papay-Papay to Iceland. 
Found washed up on the west coast of Papay at Herti Geo
(cleft/inlet) by islander Jim Hewitson.presented to oddur 
sigursson at the iceland meteorological office, 
Reykjavik, April,2016

Global becomes local becomes global
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I would like to thank the papay development trust and 
especially Jennifer Foley,Island Community development 
officer for permission to exhibit and present the work at 
The Kelp Store. To my supervisors Professor Lynn-Sayers McHattie 
and Dr. Cara Broadley for their unwaivering expert support. 
to the examining team- Dr.Asa Stahl and Dr.Ross Sinclair, 
together with convener Dr.Susannah Thompson for the 
opportunity to share the work. to Glasgow school of Art and all 
the researchers at the innovation school.
to the Papay Ranger Jonathan Ford for his critical feedback and 
support setting up the exhibitions.  

this PhD research work was funded by the Creative Futures 
Partnership between Glasgow School of Art and Highlands and 
Islands Enterprise (HIE).The practice was developed in 
collaboration with a range of organisations and associations:

Papay Development Trust
papa westray community council
Pier Arts Centre
orkney island council culture fund
British Science Association
Icelandic Glaciological society  
UK Antarctic Heritage Trust
Ordnance Survey UK 
Scottish Government national Island Plan 
North Isles Landscape partnership
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